Canadian oil company Enbridge cooked up an illegal scheme to open the floodgates to a tar sands invasion in the Midwest. They’re literally trying to go around the State Department’s authority by diverting the oil to come across the border on another pipeline just a few feet away.

**THE SCHEME**

- **BRAND NEW PIPELINE**: No permit or Environmental Review
- **12.4 MILE PIPELINE DIVERSION**: To avoid U.S. law
- **IMPORTING 800K BARRELS REQUIRES REVIEW**

**TAR SANDS INVASION**

Current Capacity: 450,000 Barrels Per Day

They want 800,000 Barrels Per Day

through a pipe that never received a permit.

Enbridge’s proposal for this massive tar sands expansion needs a Presidential Permit. But a backroom deal was made to go around the law while the State Dept. looks the other way.

**WE NEED TO ACT NOW**

- Enbridge can’t be trusted. It’s the same company responsible for the largest on-land spill in U.S. history.
- This illegal scheme would make the amount of climate pollution from Alberta Clipper comparable to the Keystone XL tar sands pipeline.

**ENBRIDGE ISN’T ABOVE THE LAW!**

Tell President Obama to reject the Alberta Clipper expansion scheme.